Amsterdam Live Endoscopy 2016 – 10th edition

Monday December 19, 2016

Chairs: Guido Tytgat, Jacques Devière & Jeanin van Hooft

8.30  Clinical update #1 – Stenting the GI-tract
      8.30  Stents for perforations – Jacques Devière
      8.45  Biliary stenting for hilar obstruction 2017 – Greg Ginsberg
      9.00  Colon stenting as bridge to surgery – Jeanin van Hooft
      9.15  Panel discussion

9.30 – 10.30  Live endoscopy from AMC

10.30  Coffee break

11.00  Recent guidelines: Antiplatelet and anticoagulant therapy & endoscopy – Erik Schoon

11.15 – 12.15  Live endoscopy from AMC

12.15  Lunch & exhibition visit

Chairs: Evelien Dekker, Siwan Thomas Gibson & Cyriel Ponsioen

13.45 – 14.45  Live endoscopy from AMC

14.45 – 15.00  Recent guidelines: Non-variceal bleeding in the upper GI tract – Erik Rauws

15.00  Tea break

15.30 – 16.30  Live endoscopy from AMC

16.30 – 17.30  Clinical update #2 – Preventing colorectal cancer
      16.30  Screening by stool testing or colonoscopy? – Evelien Dekker
      16.45  Showing the quality of my colonoscopy – Thomas Gibson
      17.00  Removal of large polyps made easy – Michael Bourke
      17.15  Panel discussion

17.30  Celebration party for 10th anniversary (drinks & snacks)
Tuesday December 20, 2016

Chairs: Paul Fockens, Lars Aabakken & Manon van der Vlugt

8.30  Clinical update #3 – Endoscopy in acute & chronic pancreatitis
8.30  *ERCP in acute pancreatitis* – Lars Aabakken
8.45  Fluid collections in pancreatitis – Paul Fockens
9.00  *Endoscopic Rx of chronic pancreatitis* – Horst Neuhaus
9.15  Panel discussion

9.30 – 10.30  Live endoscopy from AMC

10.30  Coffee break

11.00  *Recent guidelines: Foreign body removal form the GI-tract* – Arjan Bredenoord

11.15 – 12.15  Live endoscopy from AMC

12.15  Lunch & exhibition visit

Chairs: Jacques Bergman, Horst Neuhaus & Bas Weusten

13.45 – 14.45  Live endoscopy from AMC

14.45 – 15.00  *Recent guidelines: Barrett's esophagus* – Bas Weusten

15.00  Tea break

15.30 – 16.30  Live endoscopy from AMC

16.30  *Presentation of (pathology) results* – Evelien Dekker & Lianne Koens

16.45  Closure of the 10th edition of Amsterdam Live Endoscopy